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Horizontal | Negative gradient Horizontal | Gradient 

Vertical | GradientVertical | Negative gradient

LOGO  
VERSIONS
HORIZONTAL VS VERTICAL
Choosing between the horizontal or vertical 
version should be guided by the size and layout of 
the document on which the logo is placed. The aim 
is to optimize visibility and negative pace. Anytime 
it’s possible, choose the horizontal version over the 
vertical version.

STANDARD VS NEGATIVE 
Each iteration of the logo has a negative version. 
Whether you are using a solid color or gradient 
logo, make sure to use the negative version over 
a dark background in order to keep an optimized 
contrast and ensure great readability. 

GRADIENT VS SOLID COLOR
Avoid using gradient version on printed materials.
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Horizontal | Negative solid Horizontal | Solid 

Vertical | SolidVertical | Negative solid

LOGO  
VERSIONS
HORIZONTAL VS VERTICAL
Choosing between the horizontal or vertical 
version should be guided by the size and layout of 
the document on which the logo is placed. The aim 
is to optimize visibility and negative pace. Anytime 
it’s possible, choose the horizontal version over the 
vertical version.

STANDARD VS NEGATIVE 
Each iteration of the logo has a negative version. 
Whether you are using a solid color or gradient 
logo, make sure to use the negative version over 
a dark background in order to keep an optimized 
contrast and ensure great readability. 

GRADIENT VS SOLID COLOR
Avoid using gradient version on printed materials.
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Clear Space

CLEAR SPACE
The clear space is created by leaving an exclusion zone (negative 
space) around the logo. The clear space is equal to the height 
of two letter “e” in the  “reef” word mark. This area should be 
increased whenever possible. In very small collaterals you can 
reduce the clear space to one “e”. You should avoid this situation 
as much as possible. 

The exclusion zone starts from the baseline at the bottom of the 
logo, and from the midline at the top of the logo.

baseline
midline

MINIMUM SIZE
The logo must never be smaller than the recommended size 
stated here in order to ensure readability.

8mm 12mm

LOGO  
USAGE
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LOGO
COLORS
The logo can only be filled with the TRC Gradient, 
TRC Gradient 2, Sandy White or Deep Sea Blue 
colors.* Exceptionally, it can be filled in black or 
white for grayscale collaterals.

The logo can only be placed over a colors from the 
TRC color palette or over a TRC gradient.

You should choose a combination of color for logo 
and background among the ones presented here 
for most of your collaterals. 

*See Color section
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LOGO
DON’T 
1. Do not use colors outside of the brand palette 

for the logo or logo backdrop.

2. Do not use a brand color other than the ones 
specified in the previous section for the logo. 

3. Do not distort the logo in any ways

1

2

1

3
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COLORS

#02
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Body text
Headers

Background

Logo
Headers

Background

Logo
Body text
Headers

Background

Logo
Background

Accents
Graphs

Sub-headers

Main usage

COMPLEMENTARY GRADIENTPRIMARY

Deep Ocean
HEX _____ 004D69
RGB ____ 0, 77, 105
HSB __ 196, 100, 41
CMYK 97, 65, 40, 23

Pantone 
3025C

Pantone 
7706C

Pantone 
7688C

Pantone 
324C 90%

Pantone 
663C 50%

Pantone 
489C

Pantone 
170C

Shallow Sea
HEX _____ 5296D6
RGB __ 82, 150, 214
HSB ___ 209, 62, 84
CMYK __ 66, 31, 0, 0

Sandy White
HEX _____ EDF2F2
RGB _ 237, 242, 242
HSB ____ 180, 2, 95
CMYK ____ 6, 2, 3, 0

Deep Sea
HEX _____ 00668C
RGB ___ 0, 102, 140
HSB __ 196, 100, 55
CMYK _ 93, 55, 27, 7

Lagoon
HEX _____ 66E0ED
RGB _ 102, 224, 237
HSB ___ 186, 57, 93
CMYK __ 40, 0, 15, 0

Washed Coral
HEX _____ FFBDB3
RGB _ 255, 189, 179
HSB ____ 8, 30, 100
CMYK __ 0, 29, 25, 0

Coral
HEX ______FF826E
RGB _ 255, 130, 110
HSB ____ 8, 57, 100
CMYK __ 0, 57, 53, 0

TRC Gradient
HEX _____ 004D69
HEX _____ 00668C
HEX ______FF826E
Angle _______ -45˚

TRC Gradient 2
HEX _____ EDF2F2
HEX _____ 66E0ED
HEX ______FF826E
Angle _______ -45˚
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